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1. Introduction

Accidents and congestion are two frustrating events, which can be observed very frequently on roads. Accidents, especially on expressways, can trigger heavy traffic congestions imposing huge external costs and reducing the level of service. Therefore it is obvious that accidents clearly have an impact on congestion. But the opposite, i.e. the effect of congestion on occurrence of accidents, is less studied and still questionable \(^{(1)}\). One can argue that congestion can reduce the high speeds on expressways and as a result of that the accident rate is reduced. But in a congested road section vehicles are closely packed and as a result of that rear-end collisions, back-up collisions as well as side collisions can occur. Therefore it is important to analyze the impact on the accidents by congestion so that the policy makers can implement relevant measures to reduce the external costs of both accidents and congestion.

This paper investigates the effects of traffic congestion on the occurrence of accidents on 8 radial routes (inbound direction) of Metropolitan Expressway (MEX). Data were obtained from the International Traffic Database (ITDb) \(^{(6)}\). Two softwares, namely WinMine Toolkit \(^{(2)}\) and MSBNx \(^{(5)}\), which use the concept of Bayesian Belief Networks (BBN), were used to model the interrelationships among occurrence of accidents and other variables such as congestion index (CI), traffic density and volume.

2. Relationship between congestion and accidents

Very limited attempts have been made, in the past by several authors, to describe the relationship between accidents and congestion. Among those, Wang et al. \(^{(1)}\) claimed that traffic congestion, controlling other factors such as flow, curvature, gradient, section length, no. of lanes etc., has little or no impact on frequency of accidents (fatal or non-fatal), using data for M25 highway. But the CI values in their data were relatively low, i.e. less than 0.5, for most of the cases. Therefore, it is questionable that those data really represented congested situations.

Noland and Quddus \(^{(8)}\) used a series of negative binomial models to analyze the effect of congestion on road safety. Their results were not conclusive, suggesting that there is little effect of congestion on road safety. They suspected that this might be due to the weakness of proxies they used to represent congestion, plus might be due to the method they implemented to model relationships. While above mentioned studies claimed that there is no any significant relationship between accidents and congestion, Golob and Recker \(^{(4)}\), using nonlinear multivariate statistical analysis, concluded that rear-end collisions are more likely to occur under heavily congested stop-and-go traffic. Though this is an indication that congestion has an effect on accidents, the
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The link between accidents and congestion has not been elaborated clearly.

Though some other authors have attempted to explore the relationship between accidents and traffic volume or flow\(^{(13)}\), these studies may not describe the relationship between accidents and congestion, because according to speed-flow characteristics not only flow but also speeds are also needed to determine whether the prevailing traffic condition is congested or un-congested.

These limited previous studies suggest the need for more studies to better understand the impact of congestion on accidents. In this study BBNs, which can model and graphically interpret the relationships in any system, were used to model the interrelationships among CI, volume, density and occurrence of accidents.

3. Methodology

(1) Data description

Five-minutes aggregated volume, average speed, occupancy and incident data on inbound direction of 8 radial routes (Route numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 9) of the MEX, collected over one week were used. One-week data (from 5\(^{th}\) June 2006 to 11\(^{th}\) June 2006) of ITDb on MEX is free for public and that free data was used for this analysis. Format of raw data is shown in Figure 2.

(2) Data arrangement

a) Pre-accident period.

First the other incidents such as car breakdowns, road works etc. were removed and the 15 minutes time period before an accident was defined as pre-accident period (Figure 2). Here, 15 minutes was selected just to represent the average traffic conditions on the road section before an accident.

b) Congestion Index (CI)

Congestion index expresses the congestion level of a given road section relative to the free-flow conditions. It is non-negative and dimensionless value. Average speed data was converted to congestion data, i.e. congestion indexes (CI), with slightly modified version of Taylor’s\(^{(9)}\) method, as follows.

\[
CI = \begin{cases} 
\frac{(V_{fr} - V)}{V_{fr}} : & \text{if } V \leq V_{fr} \text{ and } V_{fr} > 0 \\
0 : & \text{if } V > V_{fr} 
\end{cases}
\]

Where:

- \(V\) – Average speed for the road section
- \(V_{fr}\) – Free flow speed for the road section

c) Volume classes, CI classes and density classes

Volumes, CI’s and occupancies were categorized in to classes as shown in Table 1. This was done because categorized data were needed to learn BBNs.

Table 1: Categorized volumes, CIs and densities
Bayesian belief Networks (BBN)

BBNs are probabilistic graphical models that represent a set of variables and their conditional independencies via a directed acyclic graph. BBN is an effective technique to understand the relationships among variables because BBNs can model the interrelationships among variables with their conditional probabilities in any kind of a system and represent them graphically.

Two applications namely WinMine Toolkit and MSBNx, which use the BBN concept, were used to identify conditional independencies among variables and to perform inference, respectively. WinMine toolkit is set of tools, designed for Windows environment, that allow constructing statistical models from categorized data. WinMine has many advantages compared with other traditional methods such as bar graphs, contingency tables and odd ratios to mine for information in data because it can provide a better picture of the factor interrelationships among variables. MSBNx is a component-based application, which can be used to create, assess and evaluate Bayesian networks. It is an excellent tool for inference or updating probabilities.

Categorized volume, CI, density and event for each route were fed in to WinMine toolkit separately in order to obtain the dependency network, which is very similar to Bayesian network. For inference purposes the conditional probabilities, determined with WinMine, were fed in to MSBNx. Figure 3 depicts dependency network along with the conditional probability table (CPT) for the node “Event”, constructed with WinMine, and Figure 4 depicts the BBN with un-conditional probability tables for all nodes, constructed with MSBNx, for the inbound direction of Route 4 of MEX.

At a glance some important information can be drawn from these figures. Figure 3 describes the dependencies among the variables in data fed in to WinMine. Figure 4 shows how the inbound direction of Route 8 functions. 15% of the time, within the considered one week time period, it is congested or heavily congested, 76% of the time medium volumes and 81% of the times low densities could be observed. And there is around 1% of chance of an accident.

4. Results

Probabilities of occurring a pre-accident period were plotted against congestion levels, as in Figure 5, and probability of occurring a pre-accident period was plotted against density levels, as in Figure 6.
clearly shows that the chance of an accident is increased with the congestion level.

![Figure 5: Probability of observing a pre-accident condition given the congestion level](image)

When a pre-accident situation is evidenced, the probability that the road section is in congested conditions is in the range of [60%, 87%]. And compared to that, when none (a non-pre-accident condition or any other incident) is observed the probability that the road section is congested is pretty low, i.e. in the range of [8%, 20%]. This reflects that when an accident occurred most of the time road section was congested.

These results probably describe the drivers’ behavior at congested situations. On congested roads, where stop-and-go conditions are prevailed, frustrated drivers try to accelerate resulting rear-end collisions. And some drivers may try to change their lanes resulting side collisions plus back-up collisions. However, it should be kept in mind that fatalities are less in congested road sections compare to un-congested sections where operating speeds are high.

5. Summary

(1) Conclusions

Flow, speed, occupancy and event data on inbound direction of 8 radial routes of MEX, collected over one week period, were used to explore the impact of congestion on occurrence of accidents. BBNs were used to model the relationships among pre-accident conditions and other variables. It was found that when a road section is getting congested, i.e. when the CI is increased and density is increased, the chance for an accident could be increased. Analysis of accident types will more clearly provide the answer for why probability of accident occurrence increases with congestion level.

(2) Further research

These results may not totally describe the mechanism of occurrence of accidents and congestion on MEX. Broad analysis is needed, which considers all factors that may cause accidents and congestion such as weather, road geometry, driver characteristics etc., to get a better understanding.
picture of pre-accident conditions.

Although the probability of occurring a pre-accident situation is increased with the increase of congestion, accidents occur under congested situations are not fatal compared to accidents occur under high-speed situations. Here in this analysis, severity of accidents and types of accidents were not considered due to lack of data. Therefore, it is interesting to extend the analysis to consider the severity levels as well as types of accidents, too.
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